TRAIN TO RESOLUTION,
first single released from Gabriel Keller’s album.
Back to rock ballads.
PRESS RELEASE
Gabriel Keller, artist and composer from Lyon, presents his first single from his album to be released :
Train To Resolution. This single, sang in english is a tribute to the rock from the seventies. An acoustic
ballad with a touch of influences from Pink Floyd, Led Zeppelin and the Beatles. A natural and pure sound
with beautiful vocal harmonies and an acoustic guitar, picking in the background, are the secrets of this
single.
Train To Resolution is a melancholic voyage that Emilie and the choirs’ voices bring to light at each moment. At first acoustic, this song gains in intensity as it goes along until the final explosion that Charlie
transcends with his electric guitar and Simon with his drums. If the music is a voyage, so are the lyrics. A
voyage is necessary when wanting a break from everyday life becomes essential. Hopping on a train and
leaving far away, without any real destination, just to find inner peace. Is leaving everything the solution ?
Who is Gabriel Keller ?
Gabriel Keller is a French artist, composer and performer from Lyon. His passion for music comes back
from his childhood. He likes to blend different universes and atmospheres to make his listeners travel.
From British pop to heavy rock, or even sound-designs, there is no limit to his creations. With the health
crisis brought by COVID-19 came his idea to produce different singles, trying out remote creation. His first
album “Clair Obscur” is scheduled to come out in December 2021.
Distribution
Gabriel Keller : Composer, arrangements, guitars, percussion, bass and hammond organ.
Emilie Béroule : Singer, composer, writer.
Clément Berthier : Acoustic guitars
Charlie Henry : Solo guitar
Simon Rebuffat : Drums
Choir : Emilie Béroule, Gabriel Keller, Charlotte Gagnor, Anne-Marguerite Solt
Benoit Martin : Mixing
Jean-Pierre Louveton : Mastering
Where to hear «Train To Resolution ?»
Stream it on Deezer, Spotify, Qobuz and any other streaming and downloading platform. It will also be
available for purchase on iTunes Music and BandCamp.
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